ABSTRACT
Introduction
Now large software network is increasingly showing "small world" and "scale-free"-characteristics of complex networks. The results of studying complex networks provide strong support for people to explore characteristics of the overall structure of large-scale software network [1, 2] . Using a network view research the software network, this has been recognized by more and more researchers. The traditional measurement methods focus on the micro-level statistics and only do some aspects of the software evaluation because of lacking parameters. Therefore, the paper imports complex network theory into the traditional measurement methods and introduces some new metrics to measure the different characteristics of the software from the different levels. This paper also puts forward a measurement methodology, which make the basic intrinsic property and the overall measures properties of software as the core and use multiple measurement parameters (the basic parameters in complex network, the newly introduced metric) to measure some important characteristics and structural features, providing an important basis for measuring software quality.
Structural Hole

1) The theory of structural hole
The concept of structural holes is from the social structure of competition [3] . It is form social network research. In brief, structural holes are the relationship between the two non-duplicate persons. In Figure 1 , we use software network formed by four nodes A, B, C, D to illustrate structural hole. In the left picture A has three structural holes (BC, BD and CD); because the three nodes B, C, D have no direct connection and only node A is associated with these three classes. Compared with other three nodes, node A has competitive advantage. It is in the center, so most likely close to all the nodes in the software network. The right picture is actually a closed network, so there is no structural hole. Figure 1 shows two extreme cases of structural hole in the small-scale software network: the whole-hole structure network and no-hole structure network. In the actual software, it has three types of structure as following: Any node in the software network has direct contact with other nodes. From the whole network view, it is "no-hole" structure. This structure only exists in smallscale software network and such groups are actually closed, so the importance of each node in the networks is basically equal. There are many nodes needed to be updated. It is difficult to control them and update software. In addition, the cost of maintaining this high redundancy network is high.
Only the central node has direct link with every other node in the network. The other nodes do not connect with every node directly. From the whole view of the network, the phenomenon of no direct contact or relationship breaking off is structural holes. There are no direct connections among the rest nodes, which is whole-hole structure.
2) The algorithm of structural holes In the aspects of structural holes measurement, structural constraint algorithm and betweenness centrality algorithm have been used. Structural constraint algorithm uses closeness among nodes as measure targets, dependence among nodes as the evaluation criteria. It can determine the degree of software network structural holes.
At the same time if nodes across more structural holes, they have less redundant connections, can access more non-redundant information and are used more frequently. Betweenness centrality algorithm largely determines the centering level of the nodes. Therefore, the paper uses structural constraint algorithm to compute structural holes.
Definition 2.1 Network Constraint index: This index describes direct or indirect closeness between a node and other nodes. If the network Constraint index is higher, the network is closer and the structural holes are fewer. The concrete calculating steps is as follows [4] :
ij p is the ratio of the shortest path length between node i and node j to the sum of the shortest path length about all the neighboring nodes of node i. is the shortest path length between node i and node j.
ij is the binding level between node i and node j. When node j is the only adjacent node of node i, ij gets maximal value 1.When node j is indirectly connected with node i through other nodes, ij gets minimum value .Node k is the adjacent node of node i. 
Structural holes are used to describe a node in dependence on other nodes. Few structural holes show strong dependence on other nodes. Network constraint index is the quantization of structural holes. By calculating the network constraint index of structural holes, we can understand the degree of structural holes in the software network.
Matching Coefficient
In 2002, Newman put forward another important statistical parameter used to mark the network, which is assortativity. Assortativity is represented by r. It is changing between -1 and 1 that means nodes are prior to establish side connection with similar nodes in the network [5, 6] . When r is greater than zero, nodes are prior to connect with similar nodes. Such network is called assortative mixing. When r is less than zero, nodes are prior to connect with dissimilar nodes. Such network is called disassortative mixing.
Definition 3.1 assortative coefficient: Incidence relation between nodes in the network can be described by assortative coefficient [7, 8] :
i and i are the degree of the i side's two vertices. E is the number of sides in the network.
j k
If assortative coefficient is greater than 0, the network is assortative mixing; if assortative coefficient is less than 0, the network is disassortative mixing; if assortative coefficient is equal to 0, the network is randomized. Assortative coefficient reflects the connectivity of network nodes. In the assortative mixing network, nodes of a high degree tend to connect with nodes of a high degree. In the disassortative mixing network, nodes of a high degree tend to connect with nodes of a low degree. In Figure 2 , it is a network composed by 10 nodes. In . Node 1's degree is 5, which is a high degree node and connect with nodes (degree is 2 or 1). Such network is disassortative mixing. In Figure 2(b) ,  . Degrees of all nodes are similar, that is assortative mixing. networks have representativeness in all software samples. The paper analyzes interdependency of degree and structural holes about these four software network. As the structural holes are quantified through network constraint index, so interdependency of degree and structural holes is also interdependency of degree and network constraint index. In Figure 3 , horizontal ordinate is the value of every node's degree, vertical coordinates is the value of network constraint index. In all software network, the greater the value of nodes degree, the smaller network constraint index, the more structural holes, the weaker dependency on the around nodes. A special case is that a node's degree is 0 and its network constraint index is 1, then the node does not have structural holes. It is isolated node. In the software network it will not be called by other operations.
Since isolated nodes do not affect the software feature, after removing isolated nodes we make curve fitting to the relationship of degree and network constraint index. In Figure 4 , horizontal ordinate is the value of node's degree, vertical coordinates is the value of network constraint index.
Relationship distribution curve of structural holes and network constraint index is power curve, which shows an important feature of software system modularization. Fitting curve is the mathematical expression of this feature. For example, Software Network Quartz's fitted power function equation is as follows:
X is the nodes' degree value (abscissa). These four software network' parameter estimates are shown in Table 2. In software network, the greater the value of nodes degree, the smaller network constraint index, the more structural holes.
Whether a regression model is good or not, the most commonly used index is the coefficient of determination [9, 10] . The index is based on the decomposition of the dispersion quadratic sum. Coefficient of determination is a comprehensive measure for regression model's goodness of fit [11, 12] . Formula of correlation coefficient:
Formula of determination coefficient:
F test is mainly for variance analysis. Sig is result of F test. If Sig is less-than 0.05, which declare that difference is significant.
From Table 2 the coefficient of determination R = 0.958, Sig < 0.05. Therefore we can conclude goodness of fit is very high and fitting power function can fully reflect a power curve relationship between network constraint index and node degree. So fitting results is acceptable.
Through the four software networks we can see that the structural holes obey specified rule. Enlarge sample, and then test 200 software networks. The results are shown in Figure 5 . Abscissa is the software serial number. In Figure 5 vertical coordinates is the goodness of fit; in Figure 5 (b) vertical coordinates is the relation fitting power function curve parameter estimates of network constraint index and degree.
In Figure 5(a) , goodness of fit of the network constraint index and the degree is between 0.80 and 0.98. This shows that relationship of the network constraint index and the degree apparently obeys power function distribution. Of course, 25 software networks' goodness of fit is between 0.50 and 0.80, which indicate the network constraint index and the degree are moderate correlation. In addition, 3 software networks' goodness of fit is less than 0.5, which indicate the network constraint index and the degree are low correlation. In Figure 5(b) , power function relation of network constraint index and degree changes little.
In software network, correlation of degree and structural holes contributes to analyze collaborative relationships between different types of software entities. It is useful to discover software entities' problems. Complex class or module are tend to be composed by relatively simple class or module. This is the software constructivity principle. On the other hand, correlation between the network constraint index and the degree of structural holes is helpful to the analysis of system hierarchy and modularity. Class or module with large degree are tend to gather with class or module with small degree, that shows a high cohesion
Law of Matching Coefficient
The paper makes a further analysis on the 200 samples and calculates the matching coefficient for each software network. The results are shown in Figure 6 . In the 200 software networks, 80% of them are disassortative mixing; 20% of them are assortative mixing.
First of all, we analyze the disassortative mixing software network, because they occupy majority of the software samples. Software network currently in use most are disassortative mixing. From Table 3 we can conclude that disassortative mixing software networks have no concern with the total number of nodes. The average degree, the average structural holes of the disassortative mixing software network don't have obvious law. Some software networks are well known and have higher evaluation. Their coefficient of determination of structural holes and degree are greater than 0.8.
Some assortative mixing software networks are shown in Table 4 . As can be seen from Table 4 , assortative mixing software network is different from disassortative mixing software network; moreover network constraint index and degree goodness of fit is relatively low. The number of assortative mixing software network' nodes are generally small, and matching coefficient has nothing to do with the average degree and structural holes.
By comparison, it is discovered that in the 200 software networks, when the total number of nodes is more than 1,000, they are disassortative mixing software networks. In these software networks, the nodes with lower degree are considered as a relatively simple module in the software network. In disassortative mixing software network, nodes with high degree tend to connect with nodes with low degree. The nodes with lower degree are conducive to the decomposition of software tasks, while the nodes with higher degree are key points for software modules completing the complex task. As the pressure of design and implementation, it is necessary to keep each module simple and effective. When a node has a high degree, it also has the features of complexity and high multiplexing. In the assortative mixing software network, if a node has a high degree or connects with high degree nodes that will cause system problems. System maintainability and modifiability fall down. It is need to reconstruct for such modules Compared Table 3 with Table 4 , it can be concluded that matching coefficient was correlated with the number of nodes. The relationship between matching coefficient and software size is shown in Figure 7 . The abscissa is the total number of each software network's nodes, the vertical coordinates is the matching coefficient. In Figure 7(a) , the number of each software network's nodes is less than 1000. The majority of software network's matching coefficients are below 0. In Figure 7(b) , the number of each software network's nodes is greater than 1000. When the number of nodes is greater than 1000, the software network is disassortative mixing.
Conclusion
The paper uses structural holes and the matching coefficient to measure software. Software structural holes measure the software network from the software dependent features. Correlation between network constraint index and the degree obey power law distribution that reflects an important software feature. As the study of the software network is still in the exploration stage, so the study of measurement methods of software network is also in the exploration stage. This paper studies the single property, association of the property and holistic measure of the software. However, arising deviation is inevitable in the process. As the constraints of time and energy, the samples of this paper's research are still small samples. It is need to enlarge samples. Next we need to further examine the effectiveness of measurement methodology in the actual development project, develop and integrate auxiliary means to guide the actual software development.
